
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)

From: Singh, Nanki (SPAC/PSPC)
Sent: May 8, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Mullan-Boudreau, Caitlin (SPAC/PSPC)
Subject: FW: introduction from Chair of the Board of Crown Corp CCC
Attachments: Doug Harrison - Board Profile. 2020 detailed updated.docx

Hi Caitlin

I see Leslie is already cc'd but thought I'd check in with you about this one. Not sure how to action this one.

Thanks,
Nanki

From: Douglas Harrison
Sent: May 7, 2020 3:37 PM
To: Anand, Anita (SPAC/PSPC) <anita.anand@canada.ca>
Cc: Church, Leslie (SPAC/PSPC) <leslie.church@canada.ca>; Bill.Matthews@pwgsc-tpsgc.gc.ca; 'Douglas Harrison'

Subject: introduction from Chair of the Board of Crown Corp CCC

Minister, my name is Doug Harrison, I Chair the Board of Crown Corp CCC under Minister NG, I also sit on several other
Corporate Boards. My background however is predominantly all supply chain, I have served as CEO of some of Canada's
largest Transportation and Supply Chain Companies, have involvement in all modes and have led Supply Chain
Companies in Europe and the USA in addition to Canada. Most recently I was CEO of VersaCold and retired from there in
2018, VersaCold is one of the world's largest providers on food supply chain services (largest in Canada, fourth largest
globally), again all modes and a significant provider of asset based trucking. For a number of years I Chaired the Board of
Livingston International, one of the largest customs brokers in North America, and during my time with Ryder oversaw
many large and complex supply chain programs for Fortune 500 type businesses. I have been well recognized with a
number of honours from Canadian Supply Chain groups/associvations.

During SARS I was CEO of Acklands Grainger, our company was the first to mobilize in co-operation with the Ontario
Ministry of Health and BC Heath to bring in critical medical supplies, the company had a very large procurement group
and had people onsite in the Ministry's war room to co-ordinate materials.

With the as background, I realize you have already formed your COVID Supply Council, however, I wanted to reach out
and introduce myself at this time in our Country, if I can be of any assistance in terms of the council I would be
honoured to do so.

Please don't hesitate to reach out if I can assist, I am attaching a copy of my CV for your reference (it starts with my
Boards, the back half being more relevant on my CEO supply chain roles).

Also thank you for yours and your Governments leadership, we live in challenging times but I can honestly say given the
magnitude of COVID and its complexities I have been impressed with how the Government has handled it.

CC B. Matthews, DM
L. Church, Chief of Staff
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